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Shapton vs. Chosera WEPS Stones - The Great Debate
Posted by jendeindustries - 30 Sep 2011 08:43
_____________________________________

There will soon be a lot of questions about Shapton and Chosera stones for the WEPS. This is a good
thing.
Shapton and Chosera stones are the Lamborghini and Ferrari in the synthetic stone world, and they
compete head to head - much like Coke and Pepsi.

It is my hope that people will come here to ask questions, and discuss their experiences with the
Shapton and Chosera WEPS stones in general, along with the use of specific stones, or a specific
series. If you have stones from both series, I'd like to get some discussions about comparisons,
nuances, and the pros and cons between them.

The goal of the thread is to help people make their own informed decision by reading for themselves
what other people are getting out of their stone choices. It's not about arguing over which series will be
declared the sole master of the universe. It's about finding out which one is best for a given situation,
and about enhancing the overall experience of using your WEPS in general.

FWIW, I have and use all the Chosera and Shapton Pro stones (including the 30K) for the WEPS. While
the list may be small right now, I hope to soon meet more people on their sharpening journeys who also
have all these great toys and can share their thoughts and experiences with the rest of us.

So, let the great debate begin!

============================================================================

Re: Shapton vs. Chosera WEPS Stones - The Great Debate
Posted by jendeindustries - 08 Feb 2012 05:51
_____________________________________

This is what I had been thinking about for some time, since I have the 100/200, 400/600 and 800/1000
diamond stones, as well as the 1200/1600 ceramic stones. What would be the best (and efficient)
Chosera stone to continue with? 5K or lower? (Couldn't find that on your blog, Tom.) And what would be
the best Shapton stone to continue with after my full sequence with the WE stones? 5K as well, as
suggested by the grit comparison chart?

Yeah, the Blog didn't go into progressions past the stock diamond paddles. Perhaps it's time to write that
up...
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Since you have the 800/1K and 1200/1600 paddles, The next step would be the 5K Shapton or arguably
the 8K, if you go by the micron chart. While you can get very clean edges from the 800/1K diamonds and
the 1200/1600 Ceramics before going directly to the 5K Shapton, I am a little biased when it comes to
that

I (personally) strongly recommend the 2K Shapton or even the 3K Chosera to proceed the 5K Shapton
Pro in almost all situations, despite the &quot;step back&quot; in micron size. This is because of the
&quot;critical leap&quot; that is unique to the 5K Shapton.

It is less of a deal to go directly to the 5K Chosera since it still actively abrades more and can be
manipulated with slurry to make it more aggressive - IOW, the 5K Chosera is a cleanup stone. But the
Shapton 5K is completely different - it only polishes, it doesn't function as a cleanup stone. The cleanup
on the Shaptons is done on the 1500-2K range (you can use the 3K Chosera before the 5K Shapton,
too).

At this point, we venture into the subtle, yet tangible differences between the edges produced by the
various mediums available. Diamonds generally leave a more toothy edge, the Choseras a little more
polished and smoother, and the Shaptons edges have grip and control. When we go to this area of the
discussion, it's no longer about the micron size.
============================================================================

Re: Shapton vs. Chosera WEPS Stones - The Great Debate
Posted by mark76 - 08 Feb 2012 09:48

_____________________________________

Thanks a lot, Tom! Any idea where to get Shapton stones mounted on paddles from?
============================================================================

Re: Shapton vs. Chosera WEPS Stones - The Great Debate
Posted by jendeindustries - 09 Feb 2012 07:03
_____________________________________

Hey Mark - I sent you a PM.
============================================================================

Re: Shapton vs. Chosera WEPS Stones - The Great Debate
Posted by jendeindustries - 15 Feb 2012 02:59
_____________________________________

mark76 wrote:
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Thanks a lot, Tom! Any idea where to get Shapton stones mounted on paddles from?

Good News!!!!

The Shaptons are finally up on the WEPS site - just go to the products tab above in the menu bar and
click on accessory stones!

Now the discussions can really begin! I've been talking to myself too long
============================================================================

Re: Shapton vs. Chosera WEPS Stones - The Great Debate
Posted by mark76 - 15 Feb 2012 06:52

_____________________________________

Congratulations, Tom! That is a great set of additions to the line!

I have just ordered some Chosera's, but in the past months my motto seems to have become &quot;if it
can get sharper, it should get sharper&quot;. So I fear I won't be able to withstand the force soon...
============================================================================

Re: Shapton vs. Chosera WEPS Stones - The Great Debate
Posted by PhilipPasteur - 15 Feb 2012 10:30

_____________________________________

Tom,
Did I understand you as saying that the Shapton 5K would be better than the Chosera 5K prior to
stropping? I currently have the Chosera 800/1K and 2K/3K paddles. I thought that I might go with the
Chosera 5k/10K paddles next. Currently I have been going through the stock diamond progression then
the 4 Choseras, then 5/3.5 micron strop, then the 1 and .5 micron 3M lapping film. I end up with a decent
edge that is quite shiny. I do seem to improve it by hand stropping on felt with .5 micron Diamond, then
balsa with CRO, then latigo leather with .25 micron slurry.

So taking a look at what I am doing, would you suggest the 5K shapton by itself before stropping on the
WE, or going for the 5K/10K Choseras and then stropping from there. I can't afford to do both at the
moment.
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I know you mentioned some qualitative differences, could you expand on that a bit. Is it a big enough
difference that it would be easily noticed by a rank amateur?

One last thing. I notice the Shaptons are sold loose and have to be mounted on a paddle/platen. What is
used to mount them. I suppose it would be some kind of adhesive. If so, can you supply any specific
information on this?

Thanks,

Phil
============================================================================
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